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Spring Auction
Edgebrook Field House
April 11th 8 PM
Summer is here - where did Spring go?? Anyway, we have the
Spring auction for SRO and the weather should be nice and
warm. Start sorting out your stuff and bring it to the auction. Bring
a friend and we will have a great time. The usual rules apply with
SRO getting 10% up to $5.00 and the seller gets the rest.

Upcoming
Events
Madison Hamfest - Sat Apr 14th
at the Mandt Comm Center
400 Mandt Pkwy, Stoughton WI
For info: w9hsy@execpc.com
Ozaukee Hamfest - Sat May 5th
at the Circle-B Rec Cntr in
Cedarburg WI
DeKalb Hamfest - Sun May 6th
at the Sandwich Fairgrounds in
Sandwich IL
For info: w9icu@arrl.net
More information can be found on
SRO web site - Hamfests

SRO & CFMC
at AES Superfest
Paul N9LXF and Mike WA9FTS attended the
event at AES on Saturday March 30th. Club info
was passed out for both SRO and CFMC. This
included membership forms, upcoming meetings,
Expo flyers and advance tickets.

Meeting
Minutes

Mike Shy

by Jim AA9DT

ETIQUETTE. Mike Leibovitz WA9EVF has been
monitoring club repeater calls by non-members. He
wants to make an etiquette lesson available. On our Web
site, Mike Brost will post details.
CONSIDERING UPGRADES. Mike WA9EVF and Don

SRO Notes for

Moriarty W9RA discuss possible upgrades to the club’s

February 2, 2012
(or: Another Rambling

CFAR and TOOFAR repeater equipment. They consider
DPL (Digital private line) to keep out mischief makers

Screed)

(\\CBers//). Other possible equipment upgrades are 200
and 900 MHz, dual-band radios and dual-band,

By Jim Hawes AA9DT

omnidirectional antennas to go with them.
TONIGHT’S MEETING opens at 8 p.m. with an invocation
by President Mike Leibovitz WA9EVF. Mike accompanies
himself with the SRO didgeridoo, punctuating lyrics with a
Chinese gong.

ADSENSE. Mike Brost will start billing the club for SRO
Web site expenses. (Until now, Mike has been picking up

WELCOME, NEW MEMBERS! Tonight, two new hams join
our club: Larry Jasinek KB9OOR and Wanda Nagel

Google AdSense could defray some of SRO’s Web
expenses. For AdSense to work, Mike must be able to
insert advertising code into each SRO page.

KC9LRZ. We’re delighted to have you. Please volunteer to
be officers. Otherwise, count on reading these rambling
screeds forever.
TONIGHT’S PRESENTATION is \\Rivers of the Rockies.//
The spiel is that this is the most ultraelefantiganate
documentary about Rocky Mountain National Park. We join
SRO member Rick Molle while he explores breathtaking
(choke) vistas among park habitats. He points out
fascinating native vegetation while swaggering through a
poison sumac patch. As he traverses the park, bears,
moose and antelopes gore the intrepid naturalist. The film
ends abruptly as he careens feet-first down a sparkling
waterfall. Ultraelefantiganate!

tab.) I mention the possibility of selling advertising space
on the club site. Ads and subsidized links through

CPR CLASS. Mike Leibovitz WA9EVF is considering
teaching a CPR class at the June meeting. Mike's an
accredited CPR instructor. If the club goes ahead with
the class, Mike requires a certain number of student
reservations. A typical per-student price for the class is
$30 to $35.
JEAN’S RECOVERY. Jean KB9FXL fractured her left
ankle on December 10. In an operation on December 19,
Doctor Stone straightened and set her pyramid-shaped
fracture. He then secured the fibular fragment with a
titanium plate and five screws. Despite continuing pain,
Jean has returned to work and walks farther every day.

THE REST OF THESE MINUTES covers the SRO board
meeting on February 29.

Suggestion Box
TREASURER’S REPORT. Chancellor of the Exchequer
Mike Brost WA9FTS is having a good year so far. Our
balance $3,010.23. According to Mike, that’s $159.17 more
than we’ve spent.
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If you have any ideas or suggestions for club
activities or programs, let us know. We are
always looking for something new or a new
way to do things. It is your club.
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Foxhunt
Report
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by Mike WA9FTS
CFAR Fox Hunt Report February 4, 2012
by Tony AA9CC
The elevation of Point B on the following Google
maps link is not reflected on the satellite view. Its
a spot I found in 1991 and was considered for an
ACL hide with a long beam antenna pointed at
the top of the Oak Brook tower, but was
forgotten, probably due to rain. I found it again
while hiking along the Salt Creek in search if a
spot yesterday. It's the bottom of a long trench
like flood retention reservoir oriented north south,
approximately 100 feet below grade. VHF signals
travel by line of sight, so how could the signal get
out of the hole? By edge refraction and
scattering, like echoes off the tree tops and
building tops that are illuminated. On the
southern edge is a 3 element VHF link antenna
on a 20 foot pole that looks just like a fox
antenna, it made a good decoy. I think all the
hunters spent some time there. I didn't bring the
long beam, just a three element tape measure
beam and a 1/4 wave mag mount. The mag
mount was stuck to the steel cover of the
concrete pump entrance as a decoy. A couple of
hunters found it, Matt yelled a snide comment
upon examination. I was hidden a hundred feet
away, in the thick reeds. John, WD9EXW found
me first, as expected, since he hid not far away a
few years ago in what was one of the most
challenging and frustrating hunts in memory, one
of the few hunts where I took last place. He
remembered the bicycle bridge across the creek.
Don, W9RA was hunting along with Matt,
KC9SEM, commenting like a coach. Don would
March - April 2012

have put more
effort if he knew he
was hunting for
second place. Matt
returned later with
Marty, KB9SMR for
4th place. They
crouched down
near me as Mike,
WA9FTS scooted
by along the
eastern ridge and
Paul, N9LXF bush
whacked to the
west. They rounded
up the hunt around
9:30, that would make it about 1.5 mile per hour
as the crow flies from the Elmhurst start point.

New hunter Marty & slick rack
Google Map: See hiding spot on w9sro.org
Results, February 2012 CFAR Fox Hunt:
1) Tom N9CBA, John WD9EXW, Janet
2) Matt KC9SEM, Patty and Jacob
3) Don W9RA
4) Marty KB9SMR and Bill
5) Mike WA9FTS, Paul N9LXF & Troy K9TOW
Fox: Tony AA9CC and Joanie KC9QQY
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Foxhunt
Report
by Mike WA9FTS
CFAR Foxhunt Report - Mar 3, 2012
by John WD9EXW
We had discussed several spots, and
settled on Berwyn area, seemed like it's
been a while since we went that
direction.
We were here at about 30th & East St,
school baseball field, 3rd base dugout.
Yaesu 2900 at 10 watts, 1/4 wave mag
mount.
Master Tony AA9CC called about 7:55.
Our first test, we were good in the
repeater, but weak on the input. We
made an antenna adjustment, raising it
about 8', horizontal on a fence post.

The CFAR hunt is held every 2nd
Wednesday of every month unless
otherwise indicated. The hunt is held on
the input of the CFAR 2M repeater
(147.750). The starting point is at the
KMart in the shopping center at Rt 83
and St. Charles Rd in Elmhurst.
All are welcome to join in one of the
most exciting aspects of Amateur Radio
or listen in. After the hunt we all meet at
a restaurant, and again, all are welcome
to join us.
There
other
hunts - also
onfirst
CFARare
foxhunt
is scheduled
every
Saturday of
the month.
gather
Saturday
night.
CheckHunters
with the
webat the
shopping center at Rt 83 and St Charles Rd
sites
forofSRO
(www.w9sro.rg)
andAll are
in front
the Sears
Essentials store.
welcome
to
participate
in
finding
the
CFMC (www.chicagofmclub.org) fox..
for the
places, time and frequencies.

Every one heard our second test, and we
released about 8:05
Matt KC9SEM, Patty & Jacob - 8:39
Tony AA9CC & Joan KC9QQY - 8:41
Troy K9TOW - 8:50
Don W9RA - 8:55
Mike WA9FTS & Paul N9LXF
2 unofficial hunters popped in....
Jacob came back about 8:45 to score &
get a pic. And Charlie KB9DIM, popped
over to chat too. Muched at Connie's
family restaurant 32 & Harlem.
The April 7th hunt results will be in the
May-Jun issue of Mike Shy. Matt KC9SEM
will be the fox.
March - April 2012
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Meeting Attendance

Treasurer’s
Report
by Mike WA9FTS

Feb 8th
at the Edgebrook Field House
MIke WA9EVF
Mike WA9FTS
Jim AA9DT
Ken KA9TRG
Larry KB9OOR
Cathy KA9ZWZ
Marc AB9OP

Wanda KC9LRZ
Pete WV9P
Steve K9VO
Lynne N9CBE
Paul N9LXF
Ron Bransky

Balance as of 1/1/12

$2851.06

Membership Dues
Total Income

$240.00
$240.00

Annual Report
Postage
Refreshments
Total Expenses

$10.00
$8.80
$2.03
$40.83

Balance as of 4/11/12

$3050.23

Cow Talk

Congratulations
Mr. & Mrs Jim Quinn will be
celebrating their 65th wedding
anniversary on April 19th.

SRO Roster

65
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The SRO roster will be sent
apart from the newsletter. It will
list all paid members to date.
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Upcoming
SRO Club Events
SRO Board Meeting - May 30th
BQS Realty 6023 N Cicero Ave
Chicago - 7:30 PM

Ham Get-Togethers
These are not radio club-sponsored but
times when & where friends meet.

Papa Chris' Place
6235 W Touhy Ave Niles IL

SRO Regular Meeting - June 13th
Edgebrook Field House - Tentative
Emergency First Response Class 7PM

773-631-4322 Monday 1:30PM

Rose Garden
111 E Higgins Rd Eldk Grove Village

SRO Regular Meeting - Aug 8th
Edgebrook Field House - 8PM
Program to be announced
SRO Board Meeting - Aug 29th
BQS Realty 6023 N Cicero Ave
Chicago - 7:30 PM

847-952-1881 Friday 9AM

Abruzzi's
9519 W Higgins Rd Rosemont
847-292-0192 Saturday 2PM

New Pinto - 220 MHz Guys

CFMC April Meeting
April 18th at the Edgebrook
Field House - 8 PM

4955 S Pulaski Rd Chicago
773-582-4955 Saturday 8AM-Noon

April Fools Riddles
#1 What five-letter word becomes

SRO
2012

IF YOU MOVE
LET THE
EDITOR KNOW
YOUR NEW
MAILING &
EMAIL
ADDRESS - IT
IS YOUR WAY
OF KEEPING
MIKE SHY IN
YOUR MAILBOX
EACH MONTH

shorter when you add two letters to it?
#2 What is the easiest way to throw a
ball and have it stop and completely
reverse direction after traveling a short
distance?
#3 What question can a person ask all
day long, getting a different answer each
time, yet all the answers are correct?
Answers on the web page - somewhere.

March - April 2012
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Wes Shum W9DYV - Single-Sideband Pioneer
Wes Schum, the founder of Central Electronics – a Chicago manufacturer of single sideband
equipment in the 1950s and early 60s - recently turned 90 years old. Wes has been credited
with making single sideband affordable for the ham community with his Model 10A exciter
(September 1951) and lectured at over 100 hamfests throughout the 1950’s. His Central
Electronics 100V and 200V transmitters set a new standard for operating convenience that
was unheard of in the vacuum tube era.
The Schum family and I are gearing up for a vintage sideband swapfest honoring Wes this
coming June. It will be a rare opportunity for many to meet one of the few remaining ham
radio legends of that time. If you could make an announcement to the OMs and YLs about
this gathering either via email or print, it would be most appreciated.
Here is the info: QST, QST, QST to Central Electronics Collectors and Amateur SSB
Enthusiasts
Wes Schum, founder of Central Electronics and co-creator of the magnificent 100V and 200V
transmitters, turned 90 years this past December 7th. To celebrate a wonderful man’s
lifetime of achievements there will be a Central Electronics conference and tailgate meet, to
be held on June 16th, 2012. The event is being organized by John and Diane (Schum) Vogt
and Nick Tusa at Storybrook Farm (Jonesboro, TN). Storybrook Farm is Diane’s B&B that is
located on Wes Schum’s 24 acre QTH (see www.storybrookfarmtn.com). There are 20
manicured acres available for tailgating and a wide range of presentations can be
accommodated on-site. Wes and his XYL, Marge, will be on hand to share memories and are
hoping to see many CE enthusiasts on hand to share stories and restoration sagas. For those
interested in participating in equipment restoration, historical aspects of early amateur SSB or
equipment modification discussions, please contact K5EF at nick.tusa@ce-multiphase.com.
More information and details (inclusive of nearby lodging information) will soon be posted at
the Central Electronics website www.ce-multiphase.com.
73 Nick Tusa K5EF

Tusa Consulting Services II, LLC

Covington, LA 70435

985-249-6467 Tel
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75757 Highway 1082

www.tusaconsulting.com
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Google Declares “Morse Code Is Perfect” with New
Gmail Tap Mail Program
04/01/2012
On April 1, Google announced that it has unveiled a new way to use its popular Gmail e-mail system.
Called Gmail Tap <https://mail.google.com/mail/help/promos/tap/index.html> , it uses dots
and dashes to form letters, a system of communicating that should be very familiar to radio amateurs.
“Morse code is perfect,” said Gmail Tap Engineer Mitch Fedenko. “It’s just a dot and a dash. What’s simpler
than that?”
According to Google, Gmail Tap will let you tap without looking at your screen, replace the 26-key
keyboard with two keys and double productivity by typing two e-mails at once.
“Technology is everywhere today,” explained David Brook, Google Vice President for Communication
Services in a video announcing Gmail Tap, “and everyone has a smart phone. Think about the size of [a
smart phone]. It’s only two inches, two-and-a-half inches, and we’re trying to cram an entire 26-key
keyboard into that space. It’s time to think about ‘How can we do this better?’ using the technology that
we have today. And that’s where Gmail Tap comes in.”
Gmail Tap replaces the default keyboard in the Gmail application with one that only has two buttons: One
for a dot and one for a dash. Brook said that every single letter in the alphabet can be spelled out by using
just these two characters.
The QWERTY keyboard -- invented in 1874 -- is still used today, largely unchanged. “In Morse code, every
letter of the alphabet is represented by a simple pattern of dots and dashes, and once you know them, you
can type without even looking at your screen,” Brook said. “This makes it ideal for situations where you
need to discreetly send e-mails, such as when you’re on a date or in a meeting with your boss.” [Editor’s
note: If your boss knows Morse code, this option might not work for you.]
When Google Software Engineer Reed Morse came to Brook with the idea of bringing Morse code back,
Brook said he got “really excited.” Morse claims that Samuel F.B. Morse -- the creator of Morse code -- was
his “great-grandfather’s grandfather’s brother.” Morse is also the Lead Engineer for Gmail Tap.
Benefits of Gmail Tap include a split-screen function, enabling you to send two messages at once, to two
completely different recipients. “Gmail Tap multitasking, it’s an improvement over speech,” Brook said.
“You can say two things with your fingers that your mouth can only say one of. People are going to be
twice as productive, and people are going to be able to write e-mails anytime they want.” A planned “shipto-shore mode” will “activate your phone’s flash to communicate with other power users across an ocean
(of people).” Also planned for the future is the Double-Black Diamond mode that will “add a third, fourth
and more keyboards for writing up to eight messages at once.”
Gmail Tap Product Lead Todd Smith said that “you can tap it in the morning, you can tap it at night, you
can tap it in the bathroom. It [takes] a dot and a dash to have a conversation with the entire world. It’s
great!”
Editor’s note, part deux: The ARRL reminds everyone to keep in mind the date of Gmail Tap’s release.
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Projects: SETI Radio Searches
The Quest for the "WOW!"
One Man's search for SETI's Most Promising Signal
Review of Robert H. Gray, The Elusive Wow: Searching for Extraterrestrial intelligence (Chicago: Palmer
Square Press, 2011).
A Radio SETI update by Amir Alexander
January 27, 2012
The signal from the stars arrived at the Big Ear
radio observatory in Ohio at 11:16 p.m. on the night
of August 15, 1977. It came in loud and crisp,
reaching at least 30 times the volume of the
background noise and occupying a single 10
kilohertz-wide band on the observatoryís receiver.
Its middle part lasted 38 seconds ñ the time it takes epartment and receives a steady paycheck from a
university or an observatory. Gray makes his living as a data analyst, which means that in radio-astronomy he
is technically an amateur ñ in the best sense of the word: one who does his work as a labor of love. But when it
comes to the nuts and bolts of †mounting a search for extraterrestrial intelligence, he is as professional as they
come.
Big Ear
The Big Ear Radio Telescope at Ohio State University, as it appeared before its demolition in 1998. Credit:
The Big Ear Observatory
Big Ear’s radio band to traverse a single point in the sky and it landed almost precisely at the frequency at
which SETI scientists were hoping to find it: 1420 kilohertz, the emission frequency of hydrogen. It was
exactly what SETI scientists had been waiting for ñ a seemingly artificial signal from the stars, one that could
carry a message from alien beings light-years away.
No one was there to receive the signal when it came in. The telescopeís beam silently scanned the skies, the
receiver and spectrometer registered and analyzed the data, and a printer rattled in the darkness, recording it
all in a continuous stream of numbers and letters. But when Big Ear volunteer Jerry Ehman looked over the
printout a few days later, the sequence recording the signal leaped off the page at him: 6 E Q U J 5. Ehman
circled the sequence and in the margins jotted a pure, barely articulate, expression of wonder: ìWow!î That
was the first time the Wow! signal was detected. To this day, it is also the last.
Strong and clear though it was, the Wow! signal disappeared almost as soon as it was found. It was received
by one of Big Earís two beams which follow each other across the sky in close succession, but not by the
other. This alone means that it was not a long continuous signal, but an intermittent one. Even an intermittent
signal should be found again eventually, and Big Earís team returned to the location in the sky where the
Wow! signal originated more than 50 times hoping to catch it. They found nothing. To most SETI scientists
March - April 2012
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the Wow! is the single most intriguing result ever produced by the Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence. But
with no follow-up detections there is simply no way to know whether it was truly a signal from the stars.
No one has spent more time and energy searching for the Wow! signal than Bob Gray, author of The Elusive
Wow: Searching for Extraterrestrial Intelligence. Gray is not a professional astronomer, the kind that works in
an academic department and receives a steady paycheck from a university or an observatory. Gray makes his
living as a data analyst, which means that in radio-astronomy he is technically an amateur ñ in the best sense
of the word: one who does his work as a labor of love. But when it comes to the nuts and bolts of †mounting a
search for extraterrestrial intelligence, he is as professional as they come.
The Wow Signal
The computer
printout of the
"Wow!" signal,
along with Jerry
Ehman's famous
comment. Credit:
The Big Ear
Observatory.

Jean Pressel Expose
Attached are two x-rays (before vs. after) of Jean’s foot operation. I’ll have a
paragraph about the operation that should interest some members. (I didn’t think
that you’d need the full-size scans. Besides, I edited out some personal details.)

Before

After

March - April 2012
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Recent world events have proven that the ability to manage medical emergencies is critical
when disaster strickes and emergency services are overwhelmed or nonexistant. New you
can get prepared to save the lives of your family, friends, coworkers and neighbors by taking
Emergency First Response CPR and first aid courses. Or, become an Emergency First
Response Instructor and pass these essential skills on to others in your community.
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SRO Officers
President
Mike Leibovitz - WA9EVF
Vice President
Jean Pressel - KB9FXL
Secretary
Jim Hawes - AA9DT
Treasurer
Mike Brost - WA9FTS
SRO Directors
Jim Quinn - K9JQ
Don Moriarty - W9RA
Jon Tammen - K9IQF
Mike Shy Staff
Editor/Circ. Mgr.
Mike Brost - WA9FTS
E-Mail:
mikeb2006@comcast.net
708.457.0966 Voice

Regular Meeting Place
Edgebrook Field House second
Wednesday at 8 PM unless otherwise indicated in MIke Shy.

SRO Repeaters

Standing Committees
Membership - K9JQ
Program - AA9DT
Meeting Refresh. - AA9DT
Foxhunting - WA9FTS
Repeater - K9IQF
Field Day - WA9EVF
Education - WA9EVF
Mike Shy - WA9FTS
Picnic - WA9FTS
Dinner/Play - Open for 2012
Christmas / Hanukkah Party WA9EVF
SRO Web Site
www.w9sro.org
Mike Brost - WA9FTS

Repeater Personnel
Trustee - K9JQ
CFAR Chairman - K9IQF
CFAR Treasurer - WA9FTS
Site Maintenance
K9IQF, W9RA & W9BEA
Control Operators
K9IQF, TBD
NW Maintenance
WA9FPT
Northeast Maintenance
K9IQF & TBD
Lisle Maintenance
WA9AEK

CFAR (107.2) PL
TOOFAR

In
Out
147.75 147.15
223.26 224.86

W9EJ Exp Date

May 2018

Mike Shy is published 6 times a year by the Society Radio Operators. Deadline is 2 weeks
before the meeting. Contributions are welcome & should be sent to the Editor.
Regular Meetings - Edgebrook Field House - 6100 N Central Ave. Chicago IL
Board Meetings - Every 5th Wed - 7:30 PM - BQS Realty - 6023 N Cicero Ave Chicago IL

1st
Class
Stamp

Mike Shy
Mike Brost - WA9FTS, Editor
5127 N. Monterey Dr.
Norridge IL 60706-3245

Spring Auction
First Class Mail

Edgebrook Field House
6100 N Central Ave - Chicago
April 11th 8:00 PM

